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RACE ONE: 
ABRAHAM is the controlling speed in this two-turn, mile-and-a-sixteenth 
affair and he takes a significant descent down the class ladder. He pressed 
moderate splits two starts backs at Churchill and finished well to be beaten 
three-parts of a length vs. tougher rivals. Six-year-old was bumped and 
fanned wide in the lackluster Keeneland effort, and he’s eligible for 
improvement in the third start of his current form cycle; formidable. 
LADDIE BOY’s form has improved this year, and he has won three of his 
past five starts on dirt, the latest facing comparable company over a 
sloppy, sealed racetrack at Indiana Grand; zero for four local record is a bit 
of a concern; useful in exotic wagers. Both of KING PTOLEMY’s wins this 
year have come on the main track in off-the-turf heats at Churchill and 
Ellis Park, respectively. He got bumped around in his last start and still 
finished with interest, and he takes a dip in class down to the open $40K 
ranks in this affair; threat. MAGIC OF BELIEVING is a deep closer that 
catches a field that doesn’t have a lot of early speed, though he does drop in 
class and has hit the board coming off layoffs in the past; gets the hot 
riding Landeros; rallies for part with a top effort. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-1-5 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
The chestnut filly ENTERPRISE VALUE rates a slight edge in this six-
furlong sprint for juvenile fillies, as she figures to get a great trip stalking 
SHORE THING and MAGIC HUMOR. Daughter of Bellamy Road pressed a 
quick pace and retreated in the stretch drive in her debut run, but was 
only beaten a half-length for second in a heat that went in a quick 1:10 2/5. 
She was stopped on after that race and will be making her first start in four 
months in this spot, but sports a solid, gap-free work tab since late 
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September; race shape from a pace perspective is strongest attraction. 
SHORE THING took action at the windows in her debut in Louisville and 
ran a big race to be second, beaten three and a quarter lengths against 
similar company, especially when one considers she hit the rail at the half-
mile pole and still stayed on the bridle. Like several entrants in the field, 
she should move forward making her second career start but may hook 
MAGIC HUMOR, who rattled off a :22 2/5 opening quarter-mile in her debut 
run (blinkers off today), from the opening bell. She’ll be dangerous if she 
can rate a little; the one to fear. FOUL PLAY hooked a sketchy group of 
maiden allowance types in Lexington in her career debut and was a one-
paced fifth at nearly 13-1. She turns back an eighth of a mile in this spot 
for Rusty Arnold, who sent out Dance Proposal ($6) to win the third race 
on the opening day card; on the fringes. The first-time starter DARIA’S 
ANGEL sports a sharp work tab for an outfit that can get one to win early, 
but she has an unfortunate post draw for the debut run; is 4-1 on the 
morning line; more interested as the price increases. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-6-1 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
SCARECROW likes to run second and third, but his form has been solid in 
his past three starts since dropping down to the $8,000–$10,000 level. 
Bay colt has finished in the money in eight of 14 starts lifetime, and he 
made a nice closing move in his last appearance at Churchill to be beaten a 
length for all the money. The turn back in distance is a bit of a concern but 
he’s a contender at this class level; threat. FIRST SPLASH takes a “red 
flag” class drop in this soft conditioned claiming heat, as he was last seen in 
the “a-other-than” allowance ranks this summer and shows up here off an 
extended layoff in an $8K non-winners of two lifetime claiming affair. He’s 
been gelded since he last started and gets in light with the 10-pound 
apprentice Katie Clawson named to ride, but he’s lacked a winning bid in 
the lane in his past three starts; sends mixed signals—wouldn’t take a low 
price. HE’S A DANDY CANDY’s best past form has been on the turf for a 
different outfit, but he creeps down the claiming ladder in this spot after 
hooking arguably tougher company in his past two outings in Chicago. He 
should get a good trip stalking the pace; gets part if he can duplicate 
Arlington turf form. MOUNTAIN CRY broke his maiden at Thistledown but 
gained some valuable seasoning hooking winners in his last start at 
Indiana Grand, where he launched a mild rally to be fourth hooking similar 
company. His maiden allowance form in Indiana and Pennsylvania isn’t 
bad, but he likes place and show money; top effort yields minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-10-5 
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RACE FOUR: 
The Sheet picked BREAKING BREAD to win her last start, where she got 
pounded at the windows and ran like a short horse off the layoff, but she 
figures be tighter this time and should get a similar trip stalking a hot pace 
carved out by SPINNING WHEEL and DIVA’S RANSOM. She gained 
experience hooking winners in her last outing; choice. SPINNING WHEEL 
broke her maiden by open lengths in her last start off the sidelines, and 
she’s never been off the board from five previous starts. On the down side, 
she’s yet to prove she can rate and win and will have company on the front 
end in this spot; race shape from a pace perspective works against her 
chances at projected short odds; likely for part, iffy on the win end. 
SIERRA SQUALL’s form has shown moderate improvement with the 
addition of blinkers three starts back, and she’s eligible for improvement in 
the third start of her current form cycle. She will get honest fractions in 
front of her on which to close; comes running in the stretch drive. IVY 
BELL has lacked a winning bid in her past two starts at Indiana Grand for a 
new barn, but her past form sprinting on a “fast” main track is solid, 
including a pair of second-place finishes under the Twin Spires. She caught 
a “good,” sealed track in her last outing and didn’t fall in love with the turf 
two starts back; sprinting on dirt seems to be her game; don’t ignore. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-7-3 
 
 
RACE FIVE: 
In a race lacking a true standout on paper, we’ll give the slight edge in this 
$15K maiden claiming affair to LILY MUNSTER, who finished well to be 
second when dropping in class in her last start at Indiana Grand for the 
Brad Cox outfit. She should be closer to the early pace with the slight 
stretch out and 10-pound weight break and is eligible for improvement 
making the third start of her career is this affair; contender. POISED ’N 
READY finished well-behind the top choice in her career debut, but drops 
in class in this spot looking for form reversal. Well-bred filly (by Flatter out 
of a Dixieland Band mare) should move forward in her second lifetime 
start and is a juicy 6-1 on the morning line for the Asmussen barn; some 
things to like. MYKINDALADY was in the hunt for a quarter-mile that went 
in :22 3/5 in her debut run hooking $30K maiden calming types, but she 
had little to offer in the stretch on opening weekend at Keeneland; class 
drop is the biggest attraction. ROSE OF THE NILE fits the profile of several 
in this nondescript event, as she drops from a $50K maiden claiming heat 
into this spot for $15K in search of an improved effort. Figures to be a pace 
factor on the slight turn back in distance from the one-turn mile, and she 
did split a field of eight tougher rivals in her last outing; contender. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-4-9 
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RACE SIX: 
The tactical speedster MISS CHATTY CAT drops out of restricted stakes 
and allowance company to try open $5K claimers in this spot, and she was 
only beaten a half-length for all the money three starts back in Indiana. 
Six-year-old mare likes a mile and a sixteenth on the dirt and has a pair of 
money-finishes locally; liking that Fernando De La Cruz, who just notched 
his second riding title at Indiana Grand, is named for the assignment; 
contender. CHEYENNE BLUES generally runs her race to earn a paycheck 
(in the money in 20 of 32 lifetime starts), and she partied on conditioned 
$5K claiming types in Ohio in her last start at 20 cents on the dollar. She 
has room to move forward off the Belterra effort making her second start 
off a lengthy layoff, and she was wheeled back off short rest to win at 
Prairie Meadows two starts back. The time off seemed to agree with her; 
threat. MARTHA ROSE if a front-running filly that should be able to get a 
clear lead, as there isn’t much early speed assembled in this heat. She was 
well-beaten two starts back at 78-1 for a $10K tag, but the race shape from 
a pace perspective works in her favor; hangs on for part at a good price 
with a top try. LIME MARTINI’s form has been suspect since she was 
haltered for $10,000 back in late June, and she has continued to retain 
dull form despite dropping down in class; continues the descent in this 
spot; minor award candidate. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-8-9 
 
 
RACE SEVEN: 
U S ACADEMY has lacked a winning bid in the stretch drive in his past two 
starts in South Florida, but will try maiden allowance company in 
Kentucky in this spot for a new outfit. Son of U S Ranger crossed the finish 
line in front over a “good” course three starts back, only to be disqualified 
and placed fifth for drifting in in the lane. He’s eligible for improvement in 
his second start off a lengthy layoff, and this isn’t a deep maiden allowance 
race, especially for the grass; choice on the hedge. THAMAAN will be 
making his first start in over a year for a new barn, though he does own a 
back-class advantage over the field. Son of Blame returns to the races as a 
gelding and has been breezing forwardly (albeit sparsely for the public) 
during his down time. He may be a start away from his best effort, 
however, and will get bet here. Good horseman Peitz has seen his outfit 
struggle this year; demand a fair price. SOUTHERN WIND didn’t run a jump 
as the favorite in his most recent start at Kentucky Downs, but he clearly 
didn’t care for the undulating surface. Well-bred son of Lemon Drop Kid 
(out of a Storm Cat mare) will appreciate turning back to a flat mile, and he 
was a good third when last seen on the Matt Winn course back in late May; 
contender over a more uniform going. CHICAGO STYLE is a well-bred first-
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time starter the has a couple of turf breezes under his belt for trainer Tom 
Proctor at Fair Hill and this son of Kitten’s Joy is out of a stakes winning 
daughter of Mr. Greeley. There are no world-beaters in here, and this 
gelding is 10-1 on the morning line; worth a look in the paddock. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-10-8 
 
 
RACE EIGHT: 
LIMONTE loves Churchill Downs (has won four of seven starts under the 
Twin Spires lifetime) and his form has improved since he was claimed for 
$5K five starts back. He set a controlled pace in his last start facing similar 
rivals and won clear, although he doesn’t have to be on the lead to win. He 
was on the wrong end of a photo finish for the win facing $7,500 starter 
allowance company two-back at Ellis Park on the grass, and he’ll love 
turning back to seven furlongs, a distance at which he has won two of three 
starts lifetime; rates the edge in a competitive race. BAD STUDENT is 
another who loves the main track in Louisville having won five of 15 
starts, finishing in the money in eight of 15. On the down side, his form has 
tailed off since this summer, and he has lacked a winning bid in the stretch 
in his past five outings. He wasn’t a factor two starts back hooking similar 
company and is 3-1 on the morning line; figures for part, taking a stand 
against for top honors. MY NAME IS HEBE is a hard-knocking gelding that 
tops this field in lifetime earnings, and he made short work of a entry-level 
allowance field in his last start at Belterra, where he covered six furlongs 
in a sharp 1:09 1/5 and won by open lengths in wire-to-wire fashion. He 
caved on the front-end facing similar company three starts back, where he 
finished behind both BAD STUDENT and FORAFEWDOLLARSMORE and 
he’s vulnerable stretching out to seven furlongs; he’s winless from seven 
prior appearances in Louisville; hangs on for part with a top try. FEDERAL 
AGENT is a late-running gelding who should get a honest pace in front of 
him on which to close in this sprint, and he was only beaten four lengths 
for all the money facing non-classified allowance company on the turf in 
his last start. The slight turn back in distance is a bit of a concern, but his 
form in Indiana has been solid and he’s one for one on the main track at 
Churchill; comes running in the lane. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-5-10-4 
 
 
RACE NINE: 
The 2-1 morning line favorite TOASTING MASTER rallied to beat similar 
rivals in his most recent outing, and he has never been worse than second 
from four starts lifetime at Churchill. Congrats colt is a head shy of 
winning his past three starts on dirt, and he showed a new dimension in 
his last race, as Castanon was able to get him to settle and fire; he has been 
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training forwardly during his time away from the races; choice. GOTHAM 
NEWS has finished behind the top selection in his past two starts and has 
been the beaten favorite the past three times he has gone postward. 
Chestnut gave a good account of himself in his first appearance for the 
Asmussen barn, as he rallied through traffic and was beaten two and a half 
lengths for all the money. He’ll get some pace in front of him on which to 
close but he has been stuck in this condition since 2014; likely for part, iffy 
on the win end. GO GO ROCKET has only run three times this year, but has 
run well in each outing. He figured to regress a bit in his last start—where 
he gave it up late to be third hooking similar stock—off a big effort on the 
grass off a lengthy layoff, and he’s eligible for improvement in the third 
start of his current form cycle. Loves a mile and a sixteenth on the main 
track but is zero for eight lifetime in Louisville; fuels an honest pace. 
GOATS TOWN tries “two-other-than” allowance company for the first time 
in this spot and has had trouble stringing winning efforts together in the 
past. He’ll appreciate the stretch out to a mile and a sixteenth and has 
finished in the money in three of five local starts; on the fringes for the 
Lukas barn. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-7-2 
 
 
RACE TEN: 
The well-bred Giant’s Causeway filly NEWCOMB was short off a near 60-
day layoff in her most recent start in New York, where she stalked a tepid 
pace and had little to offer in the lane hooking tougher company at 
Belmont. Her form has improved since she stretched out and dipped into 
claiming company, and she has the tactical speed to overcome her wide 
post draw; tighter this time. Would draw a line through LAQUESTA’s last 
start, as she’s a grass filly that was spinning her wheels on the main track 
in an off-the-turf event 31 days ago. She hooked a nice filly in Fuhriously 
Kissed in that heat and sports solid turf form in New York, including a 
slick score to break her maiden for a $40K tag at Saratoga; dirt-to-turf 
angle looks live. PLAY THE BREAK’s form has been sketchy this year, but 
she drops in class in this spot and has run well over the Matt Winn course 
in the past. Will appreciate turning back to a mile and a sixteenth and is 
eligible for improvement in the third start of her current form cycle. 
LEMON GROVE gets wheeled back off two weeks rest and drops in class off 
a lackluster effort at Keeneland at nearly 60-1. The best efforts of her 
career have been against claiming company, she has a money finish over 
the local course and gets a positive rider change to Robby Albarado. She’s 
15-1 on the morning line; useful in the exotics. 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-1-6-2 


